Let L be the vertex operator superalgebra associated to the unitary vacuum 
INTRODUCTION
Ž . In the theory of vertex operator super algebras fusion rules are defined as the dimension of the vector space of intertwining operators for three Ž . Ž w x . irreducible modules cf. DL, FHL, FZ . In studying representation Ž . theory of certain concrete vertex operator super algebras, the determination of fusion rules is one of the basic problems. One can calculate the Ž w fusion rules using the Frenkel᎐Zhu formula cf. DLM3, FZ, KWn, Li1,
x. Ž w Xu, Wn or some explicit determination of intertwining operators cf. DL, x. La, M .
In the present paper, we will study the fusion rules for modules with Ž . vertex operator superalgebras SVOAs associated to the minimal models for the N s 2 superconformal algebra. Let L be the SVOA associated In this paper, we calculate the fusion rules for L -modules in the case c m m g ‫.ގ‬ Another approach to fusion rules for minimal N s 2 superconforw x mal models was made by Wakimoto W . He calculated the fusion rules using a modified Verlinde formula. Our result from the present paper w x coincides with the fusion rules for Neveu᎐Schwarz sectors obtained in W . We should also mention that the modular properties of characters of w x N s 2 minimal models were investigated in KW .
Ž . Let us describe the main concepts of this paper. Let L m, 0 be thê VOA associated to the irreducible vacuum sl -module of level m g ‫.ގ‬ Let There is some overlap between the present paper and the paper by Li w x w x Li5 . In Li5 Li studies a certain larger class of extended vertex operator Ž . super algebras of similar type to our vertex superalgebra B from Secm tion 5.
EXTENSIONS OF VERTEX ALGEBRAS AND INTERTWINING OPERATORS
w x In this section, we will recall some results from Li3 on extension of regular vertex algebras by a simple current module. Another approach to w x the extension problem was made in DLM2 .
Our main goal is the study of extensions of vertex algebras realized as tensor products of affine vertex algebras with vertex algebras associated to Ž . negative definite lattices cf. Section 5 . Therefore we shall formulate the w x results from Li3 in a slightly different setting.
odd vacuum vector and D is the derivation cf. Li2, K . If V s 0, we say that V is a vertex algebra.
We shall always assume that vertex superalgebra V contains the Vira- Then we have that we have proved that
In this section, we recall the results from A on the representation theory of SVOAs associated to the N s 2 superconformal algebra. We w x should also mention that the study of these SVOAs was initiated in EG .
N s 2 superconformal algebra A A is the infinite-dimensional Lie super-
We denote the Verma module generated from a highest weight vector 
is an irreducible highest weight module. Now we will consider the Verma module M . One easily sees that for 
Ž . 
It is easy to see that the fields G z , G z , L z , T z are mutually local Ž w x. and the theory of local fields cf. K, Li2 implies the following result. w x We will now present the classification result from A . 
LATTICE VERTEX SUPERALGEBRAS
In this section, we shall recall the lattice construction of vertex superal-
Ž .
UŽ‫ރ‬w t xmᒖ[‫ރ‬ c.
w x ² : where t‫ރ‬ t m ᒅ acts trivially on ‫,ރ‬ ᒅ acting as h, for h g ᒅ, and c Ž . Ž . acts on ‫ރ‬ as multiplication by 1. We shall write M 1 for M 1, 0 . For
Ž . Then M 1 is a VOA which is generated by the fields h z , h g ᒅ and
Let L be the canonical central extension of L by the cyclic group ² :
w x where ‫ރ‬ и denotes the group algebra and y1 acts on ‫ރ‬ as multiplicationŽ
Ž . M 1 as indicated above. Define 1 s e g V . We use a normal ordering 0 L procedure, indicated by open colons, which signify that in the enclosed
This gives us a well-defined linear map Ž .
The following theorem was proved in DL, K . 
Then F is a vertex algebra if n is even and a vertex superalgebra if n n i
It is well known cf. D, DL, Xu that the set
Then F is a vertex algebra, and MF is a F -module. Ž . a weak module for the Heisenberg VOA M 1 , and one easily obtains the following decomposition: 
Ž . We will now study the vertex superalgebra L m, 0 m F , and its y2 Ž mq2. where
Then V is a VOA, and V is a V -module.
Define now the following three vectors in V : Ž . Ž .
ym y1 ym y2
Since it is well known that the maximal submodule of the highest weight 
where
Then we easily get
We see that
In this way we have proved the following lemma.
LEMMA 7.1. We ha¨e˜D
From Lemma 7.1 we obtain the following result. 
Ž .
dim I F 1. < Ä y k -m q 2 y j y k , m q 2 y j y k -min j q k q j q k , 2m 1 3 3 3 3 1 1 2 2 Ž . 4 q 4 y j q k q j q k . 
